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lit worK to be undertaken and its importance

Our world is a conglomeration of many different types of people and ideas. In
!i>-'¥"~• to survive together, we need to learn how to tolerate and respect one another. The

:,'c('c<';';t1rst step to teaching tolerance is education. People often fear what they do not
, ,, "'understand and often believe their way of doing things is the only way; eliminating these
misunderstandings will help eliminate fear which often leads to bias. "Exposing students
and teachers to accurate information about other groups allows them to learn about
intergroup similarities and differences. When individuals have accurate information, they
are less likely to accept stereotypes and to be prejudiced," (Romo, 1997, p.2). As a
teacher, I believe I have a responsibility to educate students to become responsible
citizens who respect others. My creation of a curriculum unit that teaches about cultural
diversity will be a means of meeting this goal. It is important that students learn about
people different from themselves so that they will have a respect for differences rather
than fear. Today's students will be the community leaders of the future. As an educator, I
have the opportunity to influence this upcoming society to become one that respects
diversity.
Rationale

As the world is a diverse place, so are our classrooms. "In a growing number of
schools, new curricula promoting racial and ethnic awareness through multicultural
education are turning diversity into opportunity," (Beswick, 1990, p.1 ). Tolerance and
celebration of diversity are concepts students should learn early in life. According to
Kenneth Clarke, "by age two, a child notices color differences. In the next two to four
years, the child begins to identifY with his or her own racial group. At that point she
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preference patterns on the basis of the prevailing attitude within the group and not
contact with a racially different group ... by the early grades every child carries at least
stereotyping," (Beswick, 1990, p.l ).
I have the opportunity to teach students that diversity is positive, and all types of
people deserve respect. It makes sense to teach these concepts early in a child's life,
before racism and stereotyping have the chance to become too deeply embedded in a
student's thinking patterns. The topics of cultural diversity and tolerance are very
relevant to every classroom, and I plan to use them as a teacher someday and welcome
others to do the same.
A teaching schedule is very full. Teachers need to meet the standards set by the
state and prepare students for standardized tests. It is unrealistic to spend months
studying cultures by themselves, as there is not enough time in the school year.
The premise of a thematic unit is to incorporate all the areas of learning (math,
science, reading, etc.) into one large body of study. All the subjects we learn about under
the unit relate to the theme. For example, in the proposed diversity unit students will read
stories about people of different cultures, and they will perform math activities that relate
to the culture being studied. By using a thematic unit, all the information and skills the
students would normally learn in s'h grade will still be taught, but in an organized manner
that is aligned with the culture being learned. Diversity will be modeled in the classroom
through the use of accommodations for diverse learners, and students will be given
opportunity to discuss similarities and differences between themselves and other diverse
cultures.
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My plan is to create a resource that can be used in the classroom. This curriculum
designed to be an idea bank for teachers. While it focuses on cultural diversity, it
hope that respect for all diversity will develop, as people come in all different

t~hapes, sizes, and abilities. Six cultures are covered though we have many more types of
]Jeople in the world. The intent is to have the unit serve as a starting point for looking at
the world differently, and users may build from what ideas and information are included.
Teachers should assess which cultures or people groups would be most relevant to their
classroom learning and build from that point. Almost any lesson can incorporate the use
of native literature, authors, art, music, food, or history with a little bit of creativity. By
using this unit's ideas, teachers will be able to build culturally diverse lessons that are
appropriate to their students' learning environment and needs and will be able to adapt
the included lessons to fit their classrooms. This unit is intended to be an inspiration and
example for teachers to include cultural diversity within their classroom planning.

Levels of Multicultural Education
There are four levels of including multicultural education in a classroom or
school, as described by Grant & Sleeter, (Grant & Sleeter, 1989, p.l55-157). This
framework is recognized by the Pinellas County School System and is what is learned by
upcoming teachers from Florida's public universities. The first level is called the
"Contributions Approach" which includes multicultural education by introducing topics
such as heroes, holidays, and cultural foods to the regular curriculum. The second level is
called the "Additive Approach" which adds concepts to curriculum, like Black History
month. These two levels are the least in depth and are simply additions to the regular
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One negative aspect of the "Additive and Contributions Approaches" is that
is only a focus for a short time during the entire year, and then it is not
again. These two levels do not integrate multicultural education into instruction;
tcover it quickly then move on to other parts of the curriculum. The third level of
ittieultural education is called the "Transforming Approach" because the structure of
~~<curriculum is altered to teach concepts, issues, events, and themes from the

" ' ''\lcJ?:erspectives of different cultures. This takes some effort on the teacher's part because the
>(entire. curriculum is modified, but the result is a curriculum rich with cultural diversity
throughout the year. The fourth level of multicultural education is the "Social Action
Approach". On this level students and teachers make decisions on important social issues
and take action to address them. For example, if the community was divided culturally,
students may decide to create a multicultural festival at their school to invite members of
the community in to teach them about cultural diversity.
The curriculum unit I have created takes from each of these levels of multicultural
education but focuses mainly on the "Transforming Approach". The curriculum is
designed to correlate with multicultural holidays as they appear on the calendar which
will be helpful at a school that uses multicultural education on the "Contributions
Approach". However, the curriculum includes a transformation of all the regular subject
areas to include cultural diversity. At the completion of the unit students take action
about social issues. This allows students to use the skills they have learned to teach others
about diversity.
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we need to learn about diversity?
Teachers and students need to be prepared for a more diverse society because the
rfi:erican classroom is becoming more and more diverse. Carnine & Kameenui (1988)

the number of individuals in the nation increased by 9.8 percent during the
·1980's, the increase in White Americans, who represent 75 percent of the population,
showed the smallest increase (6.0 percent) of any group. The second largest
population group in the nation, Black Americans (12.1 percent), grew by 13.2
percent, and the number of Hispanic Americans grew by an astounding 53.0 percent.
Three states-California, Texas, and Florida-accounted for over half of the nation's
growth during the 1980's; by the year 2010, over 50 percent of the youth population
in each of these states will be minorities (p.21 ).
Twenty years ago classrooms looked much different than they do today; a student
body of primarily white students is history. Future classrooms will be filled with students
from many different cultures and backgrounds, possessing different needs and learning
styles. With diverse learners comes diverse background knowledge. Different cultures
view education differently, and students are coming to school with different levels of
experience and perspectives on learning. As educators, we need to be prepared to teach
diverse leamers by providing adaptations to our curriculum. "(Students) are much more
likely to succeed academically when the school reaches out to them in an effort to make
schoolwork compatible with their daily lives," (Baca, 2002, p. 200). Students need to be
able to relate to the things they are learning about in order to maintain interest in the
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Hands-on experience and authentic activities can show students how the
@ation they are learning is related to success in life, which is the goal of education.
--~;,.,

can be cruel

Everyone wants to feel like they fit in to a group. When a student looks different,
different clothes, speaks differently, or brings something other kids have never
before in his lunchbox, the student may be ostracized. However, if students learn
l'(oom why Jewish students do not eat cheeseburgers for lunch, or why a student dresses
speaks a certain way, then they may be more willing to accept the student into their
community. Students of diverse backgrounds will gain confidence and a sense of
belonging when they are accepted, and acceptance grows from knowledge. When people
understand why something is different, it is no longer strange and becomes more
acceptable.
Minority students are over represented in special education programs
"Data from the Office of Civil Rights reveals that African-American and
Hispanic- American students, particularly males, are over represented in terms of their
identification in the disability categories of serious emotional disturbance and mental
retardation," (Montgomery, 2001, p.2 ). Often students from these groups are
misidentified as having behavior problems, when many times the problem is that they just
act differently than the majority of the classroom. Students who are not used to sitting
still in a desk may not recognize that their hand should be raised before getting up or
calling out. Educating teachers to be more sensitive to students' needs can help these
students from being labeled as behavioral problems.
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' ••nn" important factor contributing to the high representation of students from
and linguistically diverse backgrounds is the failure of general education
to use culturally responsive instructional practices that address their educational,
and cultural needs," (Montgomery, 2001, p.2). Curriculum that includes learning
the students' own culture or reading books about people just like themselves is
likely to hold student interest, and performance level rises when interest levels are

Students learn best by building upon knowledge with which they are already
<i' Y~'>familliar. Students lacking background knowledge will not understand references to a
topic or be able to learn new ideas about the topic until they can fully understand the
entire picture. Many teachers assume what students know and "dive right" into
instruction. I witnessed this during a classroom observation. A student saw a picture of a
hamster and said it was a picture of a horse. The teacher could not understand how a
student might confuse the two until he explained that he had seen a picture of a horse
before, and it was about the same size and had brown fur just like this animal. Since the
student had never really understood the concept of a horse, he thought the tiny picture he
had seen in a book was the real size of the animal. Students who lack background
knowledge should have the opportunity to build background information through the use
of visuals, models, and authentic activities as much as possible (Olsen & Platt, 2000,
p.l83).
Many cultures have been left out of curriculum in the past
Members of oppressed groups argue that their cultures are not reflected in a
curriculum that includes only the great books of Western European thought, (Gollnick &
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p. 12). Much of the curriculum, literature, and text books used in
were designed by Caucasian men. As a resnlt much of the curriculum,
and the text books include ideas only from a Caucasian perspective. This can
students feeling as though their culture isn't as important as others, or
may exist (Olsen & Platt, 2000, p.183). If classrooms are to include authors
[:~lustrators

from different cnltures in their curriculum, a more diverse perspective

tl,Ibeoffered to students.
The curricular theme in many classrooms tends to lean towards the majority
<g'!;oup. History is often taught from resources written by an Anglo Saxon male; as a result
'Pistorical events are portrayed as the way events happened from one culture's
perspective. Members of the culturally diverse popnlation are left out of important
historical events, and the white male population is glorified in history. When students
cannot relate to the curriculum, or they do not agree with the author's perspective of what
is "true" history, students lose interest and will not effectively learn.
Students enjoy reading about things they have familiarity with and may have a
more difficnlt time relating to the works of someone from a different culture. It also
makes students feel good about themselves to read books by authors with whom they can
relate to and allows students to set goals for themselves when they realize the writer may
be someone just like them.
History of education shows discrimination against minorities that needs to be
changed
In an article titled "Early Industrial Capitalism: Public Education and Social
Problems", the racial and cultural stereotyping at the inception of the school system are
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According to this perspective, the creation of public schooling was formed
"the school system would prove a cheap and superior substitute for the jail and
\borhouse," (Katz, Doucet, & Stem, 1982, p. 2). As different cultures began arriving
iliierica, White Americans were concerned about the contamination of the
rruntlnity, and putting the children in school was their solution. It is not mentioned in
article that there was an effort to enlighten these "lesser" beings, but rather that they

>,.,.·,:ctl!l'' wanted them to be out of the way while the privileged class went about their lives.
Another part of the history of education is the segregation of schools by race. The
white schools had better resources, facilities, and teachers (Brown Foundation for
Educational Equity, Excellence and Research. (2004). Legislatively, our country has
made an effort to end racism in public schools by the ruling of Brown vs. Board of
Education which made segregated schools illegal. However, educators can still be found
favoring students according to racial preferences. The schools in the northern part of
Pinellas County have more white students and better resources than those of South
County. Only 14.3% of the teachers at Gulfport Elementary School, located in South
Pinellas County, have an advanced degree. On the other hand, 44.4% of the teachers at
Palm Harbor Elementary, located in the northern part of the county, have an advanced
degree, (Florida Department of Education, 2003). Also, Gulfport Elementary receives
only $45.42 per student ($17,897) from Lottery money, while Tarpon Springs Elementary
(located in North Pinellas) receives $48.97 per student ($33,544), (Pinellas County
School Board, 2002, planning).
According to the Pinellas County School Board's Choice Plan, "the maximum
percentage of black students at any individual school is 42%. The minimum percentage
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students at any individual school will be determined by the actual percentage of
Gstuaents residing in a given attendance area," (Pinellas County School Board, 2002,

~mew section). In Pinellas County this policy does not provide that schools will be
balanced racially throughout the county because Pinellas County's population is
'4~<~,;11,.-1

racially (see map on pg.ll ).

10
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s

The northern part of the county is populated by a wealthier, mostly white
population. The southern part of the county has a larger percentage of black residents and
is mostly middle and lower class. Choice's policy then is not effective because the
minimum percentage of black students is determined by residency. This policy provides
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minimum requirement for black students in the Northern County, due to
few blacks live there. According to Choice's policy, if no blacks reside in a
there could be an all white school (Pinellas County School Board, 2002,

5;.Providing a curriculum that teaches all diversity is valued will help teachers
;the mistakes they are making in their biases and teach students policies such as
regation are not fair. All students should have a right to an equal education.

11'

;;;i~j)~~n· classrooms need to create a sense of community that values diversity- A note to

This curriculum unit is designed to be an idea bank for teachers. Included are
lesson plans that meet the Florida Sunshine State Standards, accommodate exceptional
learners and students who are studying English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL),
and teach awareness of the similarities and differences of the diverse cultures of the
world. A variety of learning styles are included, such as "modification of vocabulary; use
of media, pictures and glossaries; and incorporation of supplementary materials that
emphasized different languages and cultures," (Olsen & Platt, 2000, p. 117).
The emphasis of this unit is its purpose as a starting point. Teachers should not
simply use this curriculum verbatim within their classroom every year. It is the teacher's
responsibility to take the ideas from these lesson plans, use what is appropriate for their
classroom, and modify that which needs to be changed to best meet learners' needs.
Every culture has not been included in this curriculum; however the same ideas can be
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lesson plans through researching different cultures and seeing how they
learning.
of the groups included within the curriculum is the Jewish culture. Some
that Judaism is a religion, rather than a culture. Through this unit I am seeking
respect for diversity, whether it is of religion or culture. However, the

,~lopedia Britannica states that "culture includes language, ideas, beliefs, customs,
institutions, tools, "(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2004), which is why I have chosen
;:jrtclude the Jewish people in the list of cultures. Jewish people study Hebrew and
'2;":X:i<.idish and have rules and customs which have been created from their religion that
•··. ··make them a unique people. Research has even proven that people of Jewish descent (the
ethnic culture, not the religion) are more likely to be a carrier of Tay Sachs Disease,
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2004).
It is true that in today's society "there are those who may have been ethnically

part of the original group who are no longer part of Judaism, and those of other ethnic
groups who have converted into Judaism,"(Soc.Culture.Jewish Newsgroups, 2003).
While I agree that Judaism is a religion as well as a culture, for the sake ofthis unit it will
be included as a culture because religious beliefs and customs are part of a person's
culture. The Holocaust is such a tragic example of racism towards the Jewish people; it
needs to be remembered so that students may learn from others' mistakes of the past.
The final part of this unit includes a closing activity which takes the knowledge
students have been given and allows them to apply it to their lives. Creating a "Someone
Special Day" can be something that starts small, such as within a particular classroom, or
can grow as large as the learners desire it to be, such as a community wide observance.

13

of teaching diversity is that it will generate respect. Having students
;

0

rneone Special Day" will give thern the opportunity to share what they've
others and to promote respect for diversity within their community.
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Cultural Diversity Unit
Culture
Reading Activities
Guided Reading: Hiding to Survive by Maxine Rosenberg
Writing Activities
Distinguish between Fact and Opinion- Tamir Goodman
Math Activities
Equivalent Fractions-Make Potato Latkes using fractioned measuring cups
Dredyl Nets and Surface Area

!i;>Chinese Culture
Reading Activities
Visit Chinese New Year Website to read about celebrations
http://www.educ.uvic.ca/faculty/mroth/438/CHlNA!chinese new year.html.
http:/Ichineseculture.abo ut. com/library/weekly/aaO 11298 .htm

Traditional Chinese Folktale Presentations
Writing Activities
Compare and contrast Chinese New Year Celebrations to American New Year
Celebrations using a Venn Diagram

Math Activities
Candy Geometric Pattems
Word Problems- Paying off debt

African American Culture
Reading Activities
Guided Reading: Martin Luther King Jr,
Book Reports
Writing Activities
List Accomplishments and Goals for future
Math Activities
Population Pie Charts
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:tc,eaamg Activities
'lnirled Reading: Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes

Writing Activities
Write Haikus
Cause and Effect- What were the effects ofWWII on Japan?
Math Activities
Working with large numbers-Sumo Wrestling
Magic Squares ·

American Culture
Language Activities
Alphabetization of Native American Vocabulary
Writing Activities
Writing a Report- Native American Tribes
Native American Legends- Word Choice and Simile
Math Activities:
Counting Feathers

Hispanic Culture
Reading Activities
Guided Reading- Sannny Sosa
Writing Activities
Conducting and Interview
Math Activities
Grocery Shopping on a Budget

Closure Activity
Sponsor "Someone Special Day"
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Accommodations for ESE and ESOL Students

ru: classrooms are not only culturally diverse, but also diverse in terms oflevels
skill. This unit was created with students of all levels of learning in mind.
lessons can be completed by all levels of students, lower level students may

~more time. The lessons can be easily altered to meet the needs oflower level, or
.J1gusn learners; teachers should use their discretion by choosing to eliminate part of

f~signrnent for a student, allowing more time, working with a partner, or perhaps

\,AI)~i!lgthe student respond orally rather than in writing.

Teachers should use visuals and

bJinds on activities as much as possible to accommodate learners, and this unit reflects
· opportunities for those types of experiences. Many assignments can be altered to include
different means of presentation, such as a song, poem, play, or pictures which will
accommodate learners with difficulties writing, speaking, or reading the English
language. If there are specific suggestions besides those given here which would help
teachers accommodate students in a particular lesson, they are written at the bottom of
the plan under the heading "Accommodation Strategies."
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Cultural Diversity Unit

Time: 45 minutes per day/for a week

will strengthen reading and comprehension skill while exploring the history of
of the holocaust.

will recognize the similarities between their lives and those who suffered greatly
holocaust.

Jl;\,;.1\. • .L.k

The student constructs meaning from a wide range oftexts.

:'\.\>,1\.,:L.:l.:l The student identifies the author's purpose in a simple text.
LA.A.:l.:L.::. The student reads and organizes information for a variety of purposes.

LA.B.2.2.1 The student writes notes, comments, and observations that reflect
comprehension of content and experiences from a variety of media.
LA.E.1.2.3 The student knows the similarities and differences among the characters,
settings, and events presented in various texts.
LA.E.2.2.1 The student recognizes cause-and-effect relationships in literary texts.
Materials:
For each student in reading group: a copy of story (Hiding to Survive by Maxine B.
Rosenberg, Clarion Books, ISBN 0-395-65014-3), post it notes, pencils, additional
paper, access to a white board.
Introduction
In reading groups of 5-8 students, students will examine the pictures on the cover of the
book and discuss what they think it might be about and what the author's purpose of
' this book was.
writing
Guided Practice
Students will read the stories individually, write questions or comments on post it notes
as needed, and answer questions on additional paper. Once each reader has completed
these tasks, the group will discuss their questions, ideas, and answers.
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choose one story from Hiding to Survive and write a letter from that
of view that tells what is going on in their life, how they feel, what they
Students will be graded for content, creativity, and neatness.

lkmav choose to read more information about the holocaust from the following

Howard. Hidden Children. New York: Ticknor & Fields Books for Young
Readers, 1993.
Elaine. We Survived the Holocaust. New York: Franklin Watts, 1991.
reltzer, Milton. Rescue: The Story ofHow Gentiles Saved Jews in the Holocaust. New
York: Harper & Row, 1988.
Behind the Secret Window. New York: Dial Books, 1993.
Ro.,Ruud and Rian Verhoeven for the Anne Frank House. Anne Frank: Beyond
the Diary, A Photographic Remembrance. New York: Viking, 1993.
Accommodations
Students may be assigned smaller portions of reading or given more time to complete
assignments. Evaluation letter project could be changed to an oral presentation, art

project, or video production.
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Questions for Guided Reading Groups on Hiding to Survive

country was Paulette from?
· ''1111-.v did Julia go talk to a Rabbi?

did Paulette do chores all the time?
What did Paulette do with white parachutes?
How would you feel if you were Paulette when she came to America?
Create a Venn Diagram showing the ways you and Paulette are similar and
different.

Name 2 ways Kurt was almost caught.
Create a Venn Diagram showing the ways your life is similar and different to
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kurt's life.
Who are Peper and Titine?
What happened to their son?
What did Kurt have to wear on his clothes?
Name some things that made life at the orphanage difficult for Kurt.

Rose Silberberg-Skier pg. 29
1. Name 2 things Rose did to keep herself busy while in the coop.
2. If you were Mala's parents what would you decide to do in the situation on page
31?
3. Why did Rose think the ghetto was a treat?
4. How did going to Catholic Church with the maid help Rose later in life?
5. Create a Venn Diagram comparing Rose's life story to Paulette Pomeranz's life.
Manny Stern pg. 43
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What frightened Marroy on the train?
Why did Madame Faberon teach Marmy about Christianity?
Why wasn't Esther eating?
Who were the Maquis?
Why didn't Marroy and Esther go to Switzerland?
IfMarroy was living in Rose Silberberg-Skier's situation do you think his decision
to stay might have been different? If so, how?
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Cultural Diversity

or Opinion
iipated Time: 30 minutes

will identify and understand the difference between fact and opinion.

\•./\·""'·"'·o the student recognizes the difference between fact and opinion presented in a

.. ,up.r of"Fact or Opinion?" for each student, two different colored highlighters for each

Introduction:
Teacher asks students to describe their favorite flavor of ice cream to the other students in
their group. Teacher then asks students to list some of the ingredients that are in vanilla
ice cream. Students should compare their answers from these two questions. It is likely
that the first question resulted in many different answers, but the second question resulted
in answers that are similar. Explain to students the difference between fact and opinion.
Their favorite ice cream was different because it was their personal opinion, however the
ingredients in vanilla ice cream are factual and always the same, so the ingredients are a
fact. You can look on an ice cream container at the ingredients and they will always be
the same; you can prove this so it is a fact. There is no way to prove the best ice cream

flavor since it is an opinion.
Independent Practice:
Students will read statements about Tamir Goodman and highlight facts one color and

opinions another color.
Evaluation:
Students should write 3 facts about themselves and 3 opinions about themselves. Students
will be graded upon understanding of a fact or opinion.
Enrichment:
Students should look through a magazine or newspaper at home and bring in an article
that contains one factual statement and one opinion statement. Students should write what
the author's opinion is about the article and how they use facts to support their opinion.
Accommodations:
Students may present their facts and opinions orally rather than writing them for
evaluation. Students may work in groups during Independent Practice or may have

statements read aloud to them.
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all the statements that are facts in one color. Highlight statements that are
in another color.
'Ollowing statements are taken from A Most Unusual Basketball Player by Rabbi

''~f~ the story of a kid, a 17-year-old junior who attends the Talmudical Academy outside
~a1timore; a kid who wears payos around his ears under his giant kipah (skullcap), has
t~t (ritual fringes) hanging from his shirt, and scores between 30-40 points every time
he suits up for basketball."
"Tile youngster's name is Tarnir Goodman and he's as unlikely a candidate as you'd ever
imagine to play college or professional basketball."
"And so during the 2000-2001 school year, Tarnir Goodman will suit up for the Terps
and play ball."
"He is apparently ambidextrous with a basketball, jumping under the net with the ball in
one hand, switching hands in mid-air, and dunking the ball with the other."

"In a recent game, Tarnir got lost on the way to the gym and his team fell behind 20-4.
Tamir entered the game and scored 45 straight points."
"He will not play any games for Maryland that are scheduled on a Friday night or
Saturday during the day. And when he travels with the team, it will have to provide
kosher food for him. And likewise, the snacks that are left in the gym during practice
sessions and games will need to be kosher too-strictly kosher."
The following statements are taken from "Hoop Dreams"
By Hilary Leila Krieger as published in the May 29, 2003 edition ofJewish Life.

"He has become a hero to Orthodox children throughout the country. As he relates after
the all-star game, these three religious kids carne ruuning over to me afterwards and said,
'Just the fact that we saw your tzitzit tonight made our night, whether you made [the
dunks] or not.'"
"Though there have been other Orthodox ballplayers on professional teams, notably
Avraharn Zuchman in the 1960s and 1970s, Goodman has obtained the most interuational
acclaim."
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go to Maryland unraveled after the school proved unwilling to reschedule
fell on Shabbat - a concession they'd originally agreed to when they offered
i~schooljunior a four-year scholarship."

~!IS named the Most Valuable Player at the Capitol Classic, in which the top
l).gton, D.C.-area high school students compete against the all-stars from the rest of
$try's best, and played in Adidas, Nike, and other prestigious sunnner camps that

:<.t.,. """t talent."
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Cultural Diversity Unit

Potato Latkes

will gain experience in the appropriate behaviors for cooking and follow health
~d safety guidelines.

"'understands concrete and symbolic representations of whole numbers,
frac1;ions, decimals, and percents in real-world situations.
·J\1A.B.2.2.2 selects and uses appropriate standard and nonstandard units of measurement,
according to type and size.
MA.B.4.2.2 selects and uses appropriate instruments and technology, including scales,
rulers, thermometers, measuring cups, protractors, and gauges to measure in real-world
situations.
Materials:
See attached recipe, determine how many batches you will need to make depending on
your class size. Fractioned measuring cups for each group, measuring spoons, a cooking
thermometer, temperature conversion chart, frying pans, paper towels, grater, whisk,
bowls, knives, access to a sink and stove, math journals for each group.
Introduction:
1. Class will review what they've learned about adding fractions using fraction

manipulatives.
2. Teacher will introduce the measurements found in measuring cups and spoons.
3. Teacher will go over kitchen safety and health rules.
Guided Practice:
1. In small groups, students will be given a recipe and history sheet to read.
2. Working cooperatively, students will complete step one of recipe.
3. Teacher will ask students to estimate how much potato they have grated, which
measuring tool they would choose to measure the grated potato, and then measure
how much they have. Students will record answers on paper.
4. Students will complete steps 2 and 3 of recipe, following the same steps as above

for measuring the egg and onion.
5. Students will carefully measure the temperature of the hot oil with a cooking
thermometer and record answer.
6. Students will complete recipe and clean up cooking area.
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measurements recorded earlier, students will come up with at least two
···· nther ways of representing the number they estimated. Students should show their
For example, what would happen if my 1 cup measuring cup was missing?
I could measure 4 V. cups, or 2 % cups. If I measured 3 and V. cups of
potatoes, I could also represent this as 13 V. cups, or 6 Yz cups and 1 V.
cups.
Students will convert the temperature they measured in to degrees Celsius and
degrees Kelvin using a conversion table. Students should show their work.
Note: Students' answers will be different since different groups had different
measurements. There is more than 1 correct answer.
Students will answer the following questions:
• Name one ingredient that symbolizes something in Jewish history
•

and what it symbolizes.
Why did potato latkes become popular instead of cheese latkes?

•
•

Do you like potato latkes?
Do potato latkes remind you of any food you eat regularly? What
food?

Evaluation
Students will be evaluated on the accuracy of their answers.
Enrichment
Students will research the history of their favorite food.
Accommodations
Students may use manipulatives during independent practice.
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Cultural Diversity Unit
l"lredvl Nets and Surface Area

Time: 2 days: 60 minutes for day 1, 20 minutes for day 2

will gain experience in measurement, calculating surface area, and finding

<!VJ1\.D. .t •.k • .L uses concrete and graphic models to develop procedures for solving

~):<;Jj:llems related to measurement including length, weight, time, temperature, perimeter,
volume, and angle.
1\1A.B.2.2.1 uses direct (measured) and indirect (not measured) measures to calculate and

<iompare measurable characteristics
MA.C.1.2.1 given a verbal description, draws and/or models two- and three-dimensional
shapes and uses appropriate geometric vocabulary to write a description of a figure or a

picture composed of geometric figures.
MA.C.2.2.2 predicts, illustrates, and verifies which figures could result from a flip, slide,

or turn of a given figure
MA.E.2.2.2 predicts the likelihood of simple events occurring.

Materials:
For each student: copy of dredyl net, scissors, markers or crayons, pencil, paper, glue
ruler. Examples of other nets, formula for surface area
Introduction:
1. Class will review geometric shapes, formula for surface area, and information
about predicting nets.
2. Class will work out a few net problems together on the board.
3. Teacher will introduce the history of dredyls.

Guided Practice:
1. Students will color each side of the dredyl a different color and draw a symbol on
each side then cut out the entire shape.
2. Students will measure all sides of the dredyl and then find total surface area.
3. Students will make predictions and drawings on their paper of the flip, slide, and
tum of the dredyl cut out.
4. Student will fold the net to create a dredyl and glue together.
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will make a prediction about which side the dredyl will land on. For
:;pnpte, in 5 spins, the dredyl will land with the red side up twice.
:udents will experiment with the dredyls and record their conclusions.
bidents will write a short entry in their journals about what they learned about
Jewish Culture and if they enjoyed creating dredyls. Is there any toy in your
that is similar to a dredyl?
be evaluated on their measurements, surface area, predictions and drawings
and completion.
will take their dredyls to a younger grade and show the students how they work.
will share history of Jewish culture with other students.

of visual aids should be provided during instruction of creating the dredyls.
81;udents may work with a partner or in small groups. Students may use formula to
complete surface area problems.
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Cultural Diversity
@'comprehension of Chinese New Year Celebrations
icipated Time: 1 hour

:llli~nts will gain understanding of Chinese Traditions and practice researching skills .
.2.2.5 reads and organizes information for a variety of purposes, including making
a report, conducting interviews, taking a test, and performing an authentic task.
Materials: Access to internet for each student, KWL chart, post it notes, copy of Website
Scavenger Hunt Questions for each student, blank Venn Diagram for each student
Introduction:
Students should write on post it notes pieces of information to place on the KWL chart

about the Chinese New Year.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will go online to the following websites to complete their Website

Scavenger Hunt Questions.
httW://www.educ.uvic.ca/facult /mrotb/438/CHlNAichinese new ear.html.
ht ://chineseculture.about.com/librarv/weekly/aa011298.htm
2. Students will complete a Venn Diagram that compares the Chinese New Year
celebrations to their traditional New Year celebrations.
3. Students will add to KWL chart a piece of information they learned.
Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated on their accuracy and completion of the Scavenger Hunt

Questions.
Enrichment:
The class may take part in a Chinese New Year celebration of their own. Groups of
students should be assigned to completing a part of the traditional decorations or foods

for the class.
Accommodations:
Students may work with a partner or have a shortened version of the Scavenger Hunt.
The teacher may choose to modify the questions so they are fill in the blank or yes/no

answers.
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W~!Js)te Scavenger Hunt Questions

~~~r~'>HoW manY animals are represented on the lunar calendar?
animal represents this year?
long have the Chinese been celebrating the New Year?
What are some things Chinese families do to prepare for the New Year
celebration?

5. · Dothe Chinese still celebrate with firecrackers in China?
6. Name 2 traditions that take place on the Chinese New Year's Eve.
1. When does the Lantern Festival take place?
8. What color are you likely to see during the Chinese New Year?
9. What does this color symbolize?
10: Name a traditional food eaten during the Chinese New Year celebration.
11. Why does the Chinese New Year fall on a different date each year?
12. What is the coUlUlunal feast of the Chinese New Year called?
13. What should you bring any time you visit someone during the Chinese New
14. Year?
Why would you see flowers and plants at someone' s house during the Chinese
New Year celebration?
15. What is done with a "lai see"?

I

I
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Folk Tales
Grade:S
,\nticipated Time: 1 hour per day for a week
Academic Objective
Stud<;Jnts will explore Chinese folklore and gain experience in leading a class seminar.

SSS:
LA:C.1.2.1listens and responds to a variety of oral presentations, such as stories, poems,
skits, songs, personal accounts, informational speeches.
LA.C.1.2.3 carries on an extended conversation with a group of friends.
LA.C.1.2.4 listens attentively to the speaker, including making eye contact and facing the
speaker.
LA.C.1.2.5 responds to speakers by asking questions, making contributions, and
paraphrasing what is said.
LA.C.3.2.1 Speaks clearly at an understandable rate and uses appropriate volume.
LA.C 3.2.2 asks questions and makes comments and observations to clarify
understanding of content, processes, and experiences.
LA.C.3.2.3 speaks for specific occasions, audiences, and purposes, including
conversations, discussions, projects, and informational or imaginative presentations.
LA.C.3.2.4 uses eye contact and gestures that engage the audience.
LA.C.3.2.5 participates as a contributor and occasionally acts as a leader in a group
discussioiL
LA.C.3.2.6 organizes a speech using a basic beginning, middle, and end.
Materials: Copies of tales (Tales the People Tell in China by Robert Wyndham,
Published by Julian Messner, ISBN 0-671-32427-6) for each student pair, copies of
grading mbric for each student
Introduction:
Teacher will read a tale aloud to the class and lead discussion of the meaning behind the
story, who tells these tales and the role that folklore plays in a culture. It is important that
the teacher models how to lead a class discussion.
Guided Practice:
Students and teacher will create a rubric of what a presentation of a tale should look and
sound like (see page 82 for sample rubric). Students will be paired in groups of two and
assigned a tale they are responsible for presenting to the class. Class will discuss aspects
of leading a class discussion as modeled by the teacher and brainstorm ideas that would
make their presentations interesting and creative.
Independent Practice:
Students are responsible for reading the tale, identifYing the lesson learned from it, why
they think someone would write or tell this tell, and preparing a presentation of the tale

L
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of the class. Students should use their time in class wisely to prepare

pr~s¢ntation and think of ways to make it creative.
Ev~luation:
Students
will be evaluated by themselves as well as the teacher using the grading rubric.
Aft~r each presentation the class should write a plus and delta for the presenters on a

sticky note.

Enrichment:
Students can read other folklore in the following books:
The Young Oxford Book ofFolk Tales by Kevin Crossley-Bolland, published by Oxford
University press, ISBN 0-19-278141-3
The Jade Stone by Caryn Yacowitz, published by Holiday House, ISBN 0-8234-0919-8
Lon Po Po by Ed Young, published by Philomel Books, ISBN 0-399-21619-7

Accommodations:
Students are paired together for extra support. Students will low reading abilities may
. have tale read aloud for them, and Preproduction ESOL students may answer questions
about the story rather than present a tale themselves.
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Cultural Diversity
~;<Geometric Figures

will become familiar with geometric shapes, patterns, and finding area and

sss~
MA-C.1.2.1

given a verbal description, draws and/or models two- and three-dimensional
shapes and uses appropriate geometric vocabulary to write a description of a figure or a
picture composed of geometric figures.

MA-C.2.2.1 understands the concepts of spatial relationships, symmetry, reflections,
congruency, and similarity.

MA-D.1.2.1 describes a wide variety of patterns and relationships through models, such
as manipulatives, tables, graphs, and rules using algebraic symbols.

MA.D.1.2.2 generalizes a pattern, relation, or function to explain how a change in one
quantity results in a change in another

MA.D.2.2.1 represents a given simple problem situation using diagrams, models, and
symbolic expressions translated from verbal phrases, or verbal phrases translated from
symbolic expressions, etc.

Materials:
a variety of different colored candy for all students, pictures of different geometric
shapes, formulas for finding area and perimeter of geometric shapes, ruler for each
student

Introduction:
1. Teacher will present to the class a dish of candies arranged in a circular pattern
and explain that it is similar to a "tray of togetherness" which is presented during
the Chinese New Year Celebrations.
2. Students will discuss what the pattern of the candy is, what the shape is, and
determine ways to find the area and circumference of the candy on the tray.

Guided Practice:
1. Teacher will present to the class pictures of different geometric shapes and
formulas to find area and perimeter.
2. Students will work in groups to find the area and perimeter of geometric shapes
with given measurements.
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dent rracucc:
'fudents will work cooperatively in groups to create the following geometric
from provided candy: circle, octagon, rectangle, square, triangle, hexagon,
parallelogram. Candy should be arranged in a pattern, and that pattern should

identified on paper.
F'Students will work cooperatively in groups to measure the sides of each shape and
:,create a sketch of their creation.
Students will work cooperatively in groups to determine the area and perimeter of
each shape using their measurements and formulas.
Students will answer the following questions about their creations.
•

What type of pattern would you have if you took out every other piece of

•

candy?
If you took out every other piece of candy, what do you estimate your

•
•

•

perimeter and area would be?
If you increased your candy pieces in each of your shapes to twice as
much, what do you estimate your perimeter and area would be?
Draw on your sketches how you could make your shapes symmetrical;
draw a line of symmetry. If this is not possible for a shape, then write that
it is not possible.
Individually write what your role in the group was and how you feel your
group worked together.

Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated upon the accuracy of their perimeters and areas according to
their sketches. Students will also be evaluated by how well they were able to cooperate

with group members.
Enrichment:
Students will decide which shape and pattern they feel represents togetherness within
their family and write a short journal response why they chose this shape. Students
should create a small sketch to accompany their journal response that shows the shape,

pattern and colors.
Accommodations:
Students are working in groups with hands on activity. The students may create their
shapes with candy by placing pieces of candy onto a shape already drawn on paper. For
enrichment activity students may create a sketch instead of journal response and sketch.
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Cultural Diversity

'f(l~~c: Word Problems
G:!.'a!:(le:
5 Time: 1 hour, or 10-15 minutes per day for a week
AII.~icipated
Academic Objective
Students will practice solving word problems.

sss . selects the appropriate operation to solve specific problems involving
J\iA,A.3.2.2
addition, subtraction, and multiplication of whole numbers, decimals, and fractions, and
division of whole numbers.
MA.A.3.2.3 adds, subtracts, and multiplies whole numbers, decimals, and fractions,
including mixed numbers, and divides whole numbers to solve real-world problems,
using appropriate methods of computing, such as mental mathematics, paper and pencil,
and calculator.
MA.D.2.2.1 represents a given simple problem situation using diagrams, models, and
symbolic expressions translated from verbal phrases, or verbal phrases translated from
symbolic expressions, etc.

Materials:
Pencil and scratch paper for each student, copy of problem sheet for each student
Introduction:
Students will discuss the tradition of paying back debts during the Chinese New Year.
Guided Practice:
Teacher will demonstrate the thought processes of solving an example word problem.
Students will be asked to help solve the problem.

Independent Practice:
Students will solve word problems, showing work and drawing diagrams where
necessary.

Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated upon the accuracy of their work.
Enrichment:
Students will write a word problem of their own and give the solution.
Accommodations:
Students may work in pairs, or nse a calculator and manipulatives.
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Word Problems

to pay off all debts before the Chinese New Year. Help the following
figure out how much they still owe.
Peter borrowed $4987.00 from his friend last month. He has already paid back
,z: ,,,, :,' $2000.00. How much does he still owe?
11 1

The Nguyens borrowed 50 bags of rice from theY ahns. They have paid back half
of them already. How much does the Nguyen family still owe? Draw a diagram to
show your answer.
Sue borrowed $24.00 from her cousin. If she's already paid back $5.00, how
much does she still owe?
4, The Smith family borrowed $4500.00 from their neighbors last July to purchase a
car. Their neighbors are charging them 0.05% interest; how much do they owe?

5. If Jose has paid back 25% of his $250 loan, how much does he still owe?
6. David's sister borrowed his car for 2 weeks with the agreement she would
reimburse him $.50 per mile driven. If his sister took the car when it had 23, 587
miles on it, and returned it with 23, 689 miles, how much does she owe David?
7. Lucy borrowed $75.00 from her grandmother to buy a nice dress. If her
grandmother decided Lucy should only pay half of the money back, and Lucy has
already paid $15.00, how much more does Lucy owe?
8. Jesse borrowed $100 from his parents to get a new bike. Usually, his parents give
him $10 for mowing the yard and $15 for washing the car, but he's decided to
work off some of his debt. Since then, he's mowed the lawn twice and washed the
car once. Calculate the amount he still owes after completing these chores. Draw
a diagram to show your answer.
9. Lisa borrowed $50 from Kim, $16 from Tony, and $9.75 from her sister. How
much does she owe altogether?
10. Scott loaned Mike $46 dollars. Mike has paid him back half of that. How much
does Mike still owe?
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Cultural Diversity
i!Guided Reading on Martin Luther King Jr.
i~:ipated Time: 45 minutes

will nractice reading and comprehension skills.

sss:
LA."A.1.2.2 Student uses headings, captions, illustrations, and major words to anticipate
or predict content and purpose of reading selection.
LA.A.l.2.3 Student uses simple strategies to determine meaning and increase vocabulary
for reading, including the use of prefixes, suffixes, root words, multiple meanings,
antonyms, synonyms, and word relationships.
LA.A.1.2.4 Student clarifies understanding by rereading, self correction, summarizing,
checking other sources, and class or group discussion.
Materials:
Copy of reading text for each student ("Martin Luther King Jr," Read and UnderstandCelebrating Diversity EMC 797 ,by Evan-Moor Corporation) tool kit for each student,
pencils, chart paper or white board
Introduction:
1. Teacher will introduce and discuss meaning of key terms from the text: protest,
minister, boycott, nonviolence, vision, succeed, Mohandas Gandhi, sit ins
2. Students will list facts they know about Martin Luther King Jr. on a KIL chart.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will read article independently during reading group time.
2. Students will write one thing they learned about MLK jr. on a sticky note and add
it to the KIL chart.
3. Students will complete comprehension questions following story.
Evaluation:
Teacher will be circulating the group during reading to check up on sounding out skills.
Comprehension of reading will be observed by additions to KIL chart and answers to
comprehension questions:
1. Give an example of a Jim Crow law.
2. Who are two people that influenced Martin to boycott?
3. Explain what a "freedom rider" is.
4. Do you think you would join the boycotts if you lived during this time?
5. Why did Martin Luther King Jr. believe in nonviolent solutions?
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write in journals about a time when they were angry and ways they can use
Jr.'s methods of nonviolence in their own lives.

~ts may need extra time for completing reading.
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Cultural Diversity

~tieipated Time: 45 minutes per day for 5 days
A2ademic Objectives:
st!ldents will increase reading comprehension and gain experience in giving a

sss:
. by rereading, self-correction, summarizing, checking
J::A:A.t.2.4 clarifies understanding
other sources, and class or group discussion
LA.A.2.2.1 reads text and determines the main idea or essential message, identifies
relevant supporting details and facts, and arranges events in chronological order.
LA.A.2.2.2 identifies the author's purpose in a simple text.
LA.A.2.2.5 reads and organizes information for a variety of purposes, including making a
report, conducting interviews, taking a test, and performing an authentic task.
LA.B.1.2.1 prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on a central idea,
grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose for writing.
LA.B.1.2.2 drafts and revises writing in cursive that:
0 focuses on the topic;
0 has a logical organizational pattern, including a beginning, middle, conclusion,
and transitional devices;
0 has ample development of supporting ideas;
0 demonstrates a sense of completeness or wholeness;
0 demonstrates a command of language including precision in word choice;
0 generally has correct subject/verb agreement;
0 generally has correct verb and noun forms;
0 with few exceptions, has sentences that are complete, except when fragments
are used purposefully uses a variety of sentence structure; and
0 generally follows the conventions of punctuation, capitalization, and spelling;
LA.B.1.2.3produces final documents that have been edited for
0 correct spelling;
0 correct use of punctuation, including commas in series, dates, and addresses,
and beginning and ending quotation marks;
0 correct capitalization of proper nouns;
0 correct paragraph indentation;
0 correct usage of subject/verb agreement, verb and noun forms, and sentence
structure; and
0 correct formatting according to instructions.
LA.B.2.2.3 writes for a variety of occasions, audiences, and purposes.
LA.E.1.2.2 understands the development of plot and how conflicts are resolved in a
story.

LA.E.1.2.5 identifies and uses literary terminology appropriate to the grade level,
including symbol, theme, simile, alliteration, and assonance.
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library or other source for finding books on book list, paper, pencil for each
access to dictionary for each student, copy of Seven Spools ofThreadby Angela
sri~f(cfvledearis, ISBN 0-8075-7315-9, overhead projector and transparency

Introduction:
Day}
Te!!Cher will read story Seven Spools of Thread aloud to the class. Class will discuss who
the characters are, the setting, and the author's purpose for writing the story. Teacher will
· write information on overhead. Teacher will think aloud and write a rough draft of a
summary of the story's plot, then add a paragraph of why he or she liked that book.

Day2
Students will orally identify corrections that need to be made to rough draft such as
punctuation, spelling, and capitalization. Class will create a grading rubric for their book
reports. Refer to SSS for guidelines. (See sample rubric on page 83)
Independent Practice:
Students will choose a book from the book list and begin reading.
Upon completion of book students will list the characters, setting, and author's purpose
for writing the story. Students will write a draft of the plot and why they liked the book.
Students should have a peer edit their paper and complete corrections.
Evaluation:
Students will present their book to the class and read the summary and why they liked the
book. Students will grade themselves by using the class grading rubric and teacher will

grade by rubric as well.
Enrichment:
Books can be placed in classroom library for students to read during free reading time.
Accommodations:
Students may work with a partner, choose a shorter book, and have the help of a peer

tutor or volunteer with writing their report.
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Suggested Book List
(Tomlinson, 2002, p.210-212)
•

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain: A Nandi Tale, by Vema Aardema, Dial1981

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sounder, by William Armstrong, Harper, 1969
Ajeemah and His Son, by James Berry, HarperCollins, 1992
Iggie 's House, by Judy Blume, Econoclad, 1999.
Through My Eyes, by Ruby Bridges, Scholastic, 1999
Jump Ship to Freedom, by James and Christopher Collier, Delacorte, 1981
The Slave Dancer, by Paula Fox, Bradbury, 1973
Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe, by Bette Greene, Dial, 1974
The Village ofRound and Square Houses, by Ann Grifalconi, Little, Brown, 1986

•
•
•
•
•

Cousins, by Virginia Hamilton, Philomel, 1990
The House ofDies Drear, by Virginia Hamilton, Greenwillow, 1987
MC. Higgins, the Great, by VirginiaHami1ton, Macmillan, 1974
The Planet ofJunior Brown, by Virginia Hamilton, Macmillan, 1971
I Thought My Soul Would Rise and Fly: The Diary ofPatsy, a Freed Girl, by

Joyce Hansen, Scholastic, 1997.
• A Girl Called Boy, by Belinda Hurmence, Clarion, 1982.
• To Be a Slave, by Julius Lester, Dial, 1968.
• The Hundred Penny Box, by Sharon Bell Mathis, Viking, 1975.
• The Glory Field, by Walter Dean Myers, Scholastic, 1994
• Me and Rupert Goody, by Barbara O'Connor, Farrar/Frances Foster, 1999.
• Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters, by John Steptoe, Lothrop, 1987
• Roll ofThunder, Hear My Cry, by Mildred Taylor, Dial, 1976
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Writing Goals and Accomplishments
Grade:5
Anticipated Time: 25 minutes
Academic Objective:
Students will demonstrate knowledge of organizing ideas by using nominal numbers
and place value on their ideas.
SSS:
LA.B.1.2.1 prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on a central idea,
grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose for writing.
LA.B.2.2.2 organizes information using alphabetical and numerical systems
Materials:
Paper, yellow construction paper, scissors, pencils, glue, large star stencil
Introduction:
Class will discuss the Kwanzaa tradition of setting goals for the future and reflecting
on accomplishments. Does this remind students of any holiday tradition they have
ever participated in before (new years resolutions)? Why is it important to look at past
accomplishments and set goals for the future?
Guided Practice:
1. Students will review the meaning of the terms: 1'', 2nd, 3'd, 41h, and 51h.
2. Students should discuss where these terms are used (grade levels, places in
science fair).
Independent Practice:
Students will list 5 accomplishments they are proud of and 5 goals they have for the
future. Students will then decide which accomplishments and goals they feel are most
important and rank them in order with 1" being most important and 5th beiog least
important. Students will cut out a large star from yellow construction paper and write
their goals and accomplishments in order from 5th to 1st important neatly on notebook
paper. Students will then attach paper to their star and have it displayed in classroom.
Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated by how well they followed directions and the neatness of
their final product. Goals and Accomplishments should be listed in nominal order,
and writing should be neat and grammatically correct.
Enrichment:
Students will keep a record of their goals and accomplishments for the entire school
year. Each time a goal is completed it should be added to the Accomplishment list,
and a new goal should be made.
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may use a word processor to check spelling and ensure neatness; they may

:.r. have work transcribed for them.
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Cultural Diversity Unit
Topic: Population Pie Charts
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 1 hour
Academic Objective:
Students will practice creating and reading a pie graph.
SSS:
MA."D.2.2.1 students represent a given sample problem situation using diagrams, models,

and symbolic expressions translated from verbal phrases, or verbal phrases translated
from symbolic expressions, etc.
MA.A.1.2.4 students understand that numbers can be represented in a variety of

equivalent forms using whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents.
Materials: Internet access per every two students, paper, pencils, crayons, calculator, set
of overhead pie chart manipulatives, television/internet connection
Introduction:
1. Using overhead manipulative set, teacher will review information learned about
how to find percentages and how to create a pie chart.
2. Students will work with a partner to create a pie chart that represents the cultural
diversity within the class.
3. Students will count the total number of students in the classroom and then make a
list of all the cultures present.
4. Students will calculate the percentage of the class that each culture represents and
then illustrate it as a pie chart.
Guided Practice:
1. Students will follow along as the teacher demonstrates use of computer website
on TV screen. (http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/12/ 12103 .htrnl).
2. Teacher will demonstrate how to create a pie chart with the given information for
a county of choice (not Pinellas County).
3. Class discussion: any student questions?
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Independent Practice:
1. Student pairs will explore the website to ftnd information about the population of
Pinellas County.
2. Students will work together with a partner to create a pie chart that illustrates the
percentage of each cultural group that lives in Pinellas County.
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Evaluation:
Student pie charts should be accurate in size and numbers. Students will write a short
journal entry to discuss how they felt this activity went and if they were surprised at the
cultural diversity findings.
Enrichment:
Students will create a pie chart that shows the percentage of each cultural group that lives
in Florida and compare the percentages to those in Pinellas County.
Accommodations:
Students are working in pairs and with the help of a visual demonstration of the website,
as well as overhead pie chart manipulatives.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Food Energy
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 45 minutes per day for 4 days
Academic Objective:
Students will explore where foods come from and demonstrate knowledge of the concept
of photosynthesis.
SSS:
SCG.1.2.3 Students know that green plants use carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight
energy to turn minerals and nutrients into food for growth, maintenance, and
reproduction.
SC.G.1.2.5 Students know that animals eat plants or other animals to acquire the energy
they need for survival.
Materials:
Science text book, markers, chart paper or poster board
Introduction:
1. Class discussion of the following questions:
One of the principles of Kwanzaa is farming. How would you survive without
farming? What foods do you eat that come from a farm?
2. Class will create a list of ways that we receive energy.
Guided Practice: (over the span of3 days)
1. Read text book about photosynthesis, how plants grow.
2. List key terms together on the board
3. Students will answer selected questions from the text and copy down key terms.
4. Discuss ways that animals we eat receive their energy from plants as well.
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Independent Practice:
Students will create an example of how green plants receive energy and label all the
components necessary on a poster board or chart paper. Students may work in pairs.
Evaluation:
Student's chart should include key terms and be labeled correctly.
Enrichment:
Students will write what their favorite food is and create a flow chart that shows where
that food came from .
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Guided Reading, Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 minutes per day for 10 days
Academic Objective:
Students will demonstrate comprehension of the story and the use of metaphor and
simile.
SSS:
LA.A.2.2.2 identifies the author's purpose in a simple text.
LA.D 2.2.2 identifies and refers to symbol, theme, simile, alliteration, and assonance
in oral and written texts.
LA.E.1.2.5 identifies and uses literary terminology appropriate to the grade level,
including symbol, theme, simile, alliteration, and assonance.
LA.E.2.2.1 recognizes cause-and-effect relationships in literary texts
LA.E.2.2.2 recognizes and explains the effects of language, such as sensory words,
rhymes, and choice of vocabulary and story structure, such as patterns, used in
children's texts.
Materials:
For each student in reading group: a copy of story (Sadako and the Thousand Paper
Cranes by Eleanor Coerr, Dell, 1977, ISBN 0-440-47465-5), post it notes, pencils,
additional paper
Introduction
1. In reading groups of 5-8 students, students will examine the pictures in the book
and discuss what they think it might be about.
2. Students will review simile and metaphor and give examples of each.
Guided Practice
1. Students will read the stories individually, write questions or comments on post it
notes as needed, and answer questions on additional paper.
2. Once each reader has completed these tasks, the group will discuss their
questions, ideas, and answers.
Evaluation:
Students will be given a list of phrases and will label them as similes or metaphors.
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Enrichment:
Accommodations:
Students may be assigned smaller portions of reading or given more time to complete
assigrunents.
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Guided Reading Questions for Sadako and tlze Thousand Cranes
Chapter 1
1. Name one part of your morning routine that is similar to Sadako's family and one
part that is different.
2. What was Sadako's good luck sign?
Chapter2
1. Write a metaphor and a simile used in this chapter.
2. Write an example of sensory words used in this chapter.
Chapter 3
1. Why didn't Sadako tell her mother about her dizzy spells?
2. What do you think the end of this chapter foreshadows?
Chapter 4
1. What is another name for leukemia?
2. What do you think made Sadako most sad?
Chapter 5
1. What was Chizako's surprise?
2. Why was this surprise especially nice coming from Chizoko?
Chapter 6
1. What was the cause ofKenji's sickness?
2. What effect did the bombing have on Kenji even though he wasn't even born
when it happened?
Chapter 7
1. Why do you think Sadako calls herself a turtle on pg. 49?
2. What is the pattern at the end of each chapter?
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Chapter 8
1. In what season does this chapter take place?
2. Why do you think Sadako's mother brought her that gift?
3. Name one thing that causes Sadako to have hope in this story.
Chapter 9 and Epilogue
1. What was the author's purpose for writing this story?
2. What effect do you think this story has on others who read it?
3. What were some of the effects ofthe United States bombing Hiroshima?
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Metaphor or Simile?

1. It's raining cats and dogs.
2. He is as tall as the sky.
3. Her face glowed with happiness.
4. Her face shines as bright as the sun.
5. You run like a turtle.
6. Hurry up turtle!
7. She felt like a hundred pounds had been lifted off her.
8. You are as pretty as a flower.
9. I ate so much food I'm going to burst.
10. The trees danced in the wind.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Haiku Poetry
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 1 hour
Academic Objective:
Students will practice writing Haiku Poetry.
SSS:
LA.B.t.2.3 produces final documents that have been edited for
0 correct spelling;
0 correct use of punctuation, including commas in series, dates, and addresses,
and beginning and ending quotation marks;
0 correct capitalization of proper nouns;
0 correct paragraph indentation;
0 correct usage of subject/verb agreement, verb and noun forms, and sentence
structure; and
0 correct formatting according to instructions.
LA.E.2.2.2 recognizes and explains the effects of language, such as sensory words,
rhymes, and choice of vocabulary and story structure, such as patterns, used in children's
texts.
Materials:
Copy of In the Eyes of the Cat by Demi, Henry Holt and Co, ISBN 0-8050-1955, half
sheet of white computer paper for each student, markers or crayons for each student,
pencils for each student, KWL chart, post it notes
Introduction:
1. Students will complete the 'K' Section of a KWL chart about Haiku poetry by
writing information they know about Haikus on post it notes.
2. Class will explore poems from In the Eyes ofthe Cat (by Demi, Henry Holt and
Co, ISBN 0-8050-1955).
Guided Practice:
1. Students will brainstorm ideas of what the poems from In the Eyes ofthe Cat have
in common (about nature, short format).
2. Students will create a grading rubric for their poems they will create. (See sample
rubric on page 85)
Independent Practice:
Students will write a haiku poem on a half sheet of computer paper and illustrate it.
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Evaluation:
Students will complete the ' L, section of the KWL chart by writing information they
learned about haiku poetry on post it notes. Student poetry will be graded using the class
grading rubric.
Accommodations:
Students may have poems transcribed for them or be given extra time to complete
assignment.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Cause and Effect- What were the effects ofWWII on Japan?
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 45 minutes per day for 5 days
Academic Objective:
Students will gain experience in writing and show knowledge of cause and effect
relationships.
SSS:
LA.B.t.2.1 prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on a central idea,
grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose for writing.
LA.B.1.2.2 drafts and revises writing in cursive that:
0 focuses on the topic;
. 0 has a logical organizational pattern, including a beginning, middle, conclusion,
and transitional devices;
D has ample development of supporting ideas;
0 demonstrates a sense of completeness or wholeness;
0 demonstrates a command of language including precision in word choice;
0 generally has correct subject/verb agreement;
0 generally has correct verb and noun forms;
0 with few exceptions, has sentences that are complete, except when fragments
are used purposefully uses a variety of sentence structure; and
0 generally follows the conventions of punctuation, capitalization, and spelling;
LA.B.1.2.3 produces final documents that have been edited for
0 correct spelling;
0 correct use of punctuation, including commas in series, dates, and addresses,
and beginning and ending quotation marks;
0 correct capitalization of proper nouns;
D correct paragraph indentation;
0 correct usage of subject/verb agreement, verb and noun forms, and sentence
structure; and
D correct formatting according to instructions.
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LA.B.2.2.1 writes notes, comments, and observations that reflect comprehension of
content and experiences from a variety of media
LA.B.2.2.3 writes for a variety of occasions, audiences, and purposes.
LA.B.2.2.4 uses electronic technology, including word-processing software and
electronic encyclopedias, to create, revise, retrieve, and verify information.
LA.B.2.2.6 creates expository responses in which ideas and details follow an
organizational pattern and are relevant to the purpose.
LA.E.2.2.5 forms his or her own ideas about what has been read in a literary text and
uses specific infmmation from the text to support these ideas.
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Materials:
Student access to a word processor and printer, paper, pencils, copies of Sadako and the
Thousand Paper Cranes (by Eleanor Coerr, Dell, 1977, ISBN 0-440-47465-5),
dictionaries, chart paper

* Teacher note- students should have background knowledge of WWII, the bombing of
Pearl Harbor, Japanese Americans imprisonment in the US, the bombing of Hiroshima,
and be familiar with Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes for this activity. (A Fence
Away From Freedom by Ellen Levine, 1995, ISBN 0-399-22638-9 is reconunended to
share excerpts from)
Introduction:
1. Students will discuss the effects WWII had on Japanese society.
2. The class will create a Jist of the effects from the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the
effects from the bombing of Hiroshima.
Guided Practice:
1. Students will have time in class to create a rough draft of a summary of the effects
WWII had on Japan. Students are encouraged to write creatively, think of long
term as well as short term effects, and provide plenty of supporting details.
Students are encouraged to have a peer help edit their writing.
2. Class will create a grading rubric for this assignment and discuss what guidelines
should be put in place, refer to SSS (see sample rubric on page 84).
Independent Practice:
Students will create a final draft of their writing using a word processor. Students should
check work to make sure it is within class guidelines before turning in.
Evaluation:
Student and teacher will evaluate writing by using the class grading rubric.
Enrichment:
Students will write a journal entry of their opinion on whether or not the US realized the
effects the bomb would have on Japanese people and what some of the long te1m effects
were.
Accommodations:
Students may be given extra time to complete assignment or be given a shortened
assignment.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Working with Large Numbers- Sumo Wrestling
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 1 hour
Academic Objective:
Students will gain experience with working with large numbers and demonstrate
knowledge of how to find the mean, median, range, and mode from sets of data.
SSS:
MA."A.1.2.1 names whole numbers combining 3-digit numeration (hundreds, tens, ones)
and the use of number periods, such as ones, thousands, and millions, and associates
verbal names, written word names, and standard numerals with whole numbers,
commonly used fractions, decimals, and percents.
MA.A.3.2.3 adds, subtracts, and multiplies whole numbers, decimals, and fractions,
including mixed numbers, and divides whole numbers to solve real-world problems,
using appropriate methods of computing, such as mental mathematics, paper and pencil,
and calculator.
MA.E 1.2.1 solves problems by generating, collecting, organizing, displaying, and
analyzing data using histograms, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, pictographs, and
charts.
MA.E.1.2.2 determines range, mean, median, and mode from sets of data.

Materials:
Books with pictures of sumo wrestling; for each student: access to internet website
(http://peu4ea. tripod.com/sumo.html), paper, pencils, calculator, and copy of problems
Introduction:
1. Students will explore website to find information about the life of a sumo
wrestler.
2. Class will look at pictures of sumo wrestlers.
Guided Practice:
1. Students will review definition of the terms range, mean, median, and mode.
2. Students should work on practice problems for fmding these.
Independent Practice:
In groups students will work on the Sumo Wrestler Worksheet to find solutions to the
given problems.
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Evaluation:
Student worksheets will be evaluated for accuracy of answers.
t ru i

Enrichment:
Students should make a prediction of how many calories they eat in a day. Students will
keep track of what they eat for one day and calculate their daily caloric intake. Were they
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close to what they predicted? What is the difference between their diet and a typical
Japanese diet? What is the difference between their diet and a sumo wrestler's diet?
Accommodations:
Students are working in a group for extra support. Students may be given fewer problems
to complete or extra time if needed.
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Practice Problems:
25
13
76
46
1.
2.
3.
4.

33

87

44

46

Using the numbers above, find the range.
Using the numbers above, fmd the median.
Using the numbers above, find the mode.
Using the numbers above, find the mean.

Sumo Wrestler Worksheet
1. According to the website, what is the average caloric intake of a typical Japanese
person? Write the answer numerically and using word names.
2. According to the website, what is the average caloric intake of a sumo wrestler?
Write the answer numerically and using word names.

3. What is the difference of these two numbers? Write the answer numerically and
using word names- show your work.
4. Tllis weeks' competition has 3 wrestlers competing. The first weighs 369 lbs., the
second weighs 345 lbs., and the third weighs 352 lbs. Find the range, mean,
median, and mode of these weights. Show your work.
5. How much do the wrestlers weigh all together?
6. If a wrestler eats chankonabe, which has approximately 1700 calories in it, twice
a day for 5 days, how many calories has he consumed? Show your work.
7. Use the list below to create a bar graph of the calories of some of the foods we
typically eat.
•
•
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Bowl of cereal- 160
Macaroni & Cheese-3 00
Com dog-260
Applejuice-120
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8. Add to the graph one serving of chankonabe, which has 1700 calories.
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9. If our diet consists of the first four graph entries, what is the difference between
our diet and that of one meal for a sumo wrestler?
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10. How many times more would we have to eat our diet to reach a swno wrestlers'
daily caloric intake?
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Magic Squares
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 minutes
Academic Objective:
Students will demonstrate knowledge of geometric terminology.
SSS:
MA.C.1.2.1 given a verbal description, draws and/or models two- and threedimensional shapes and uses appropriate geometric vocabulary to write a description
of a figure or a picture composed of geometric figures.
MA.C.2.2.1 understands the concepts of spatial relationships, symmetry, reflections,
congruency, and similarity.
Materials: colored origami paper for each student, copy of Origami instruction book
for each student (Making Basic Origami Shapes Step by Step, by Michael G. LaFosse,
Power Kids Press 2002, ISBN 0-8239-5872-8), paper, pencil
Introduction:
1. Class will discuss tradition and history of Origami.
2. Students will review geometric figures and terminology.
Guided Practice:
Students will follow instructions step by step from instruction book to create a Magic
Square.
Independent Practice:
Students will draw the different shapes made at each stage of the Magic Square and
label them square, parallelogram, hexagon, rectangle, triangle. Students will add to
the drawings a line of symmetry if possible and label if shapes can be identified as a
reflection, congruent, or similar.

..4.

Evaluation:
Student drawings will be evaluated for accuracy of labe ls.
Enrichment:
Students may experiment with creating other origami shapes. Other instruction book
recommendations are:
The Usborne Book ofOrigami by Eileen O' Brien and Kate Needham, Usbome
Publishing, 1996.
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Step by Step Origami by Clive Stevens, Heinemann Library, 2003, ISBN 1-40340699-5

...

Easy Origami, by Dokuohtei Nakano, Puffin Books 1985, ISBN 0-14-036525-7
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Accommodations:
Students may work in pairs. Shapes may be drawn for students already, and students
need to label them.
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Cultural Diversity Unit
Topic: Alphabetization ofNative American Vocabulary
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 minutes
Academic Objective:
Students will gain experience of alphabetizing words.

SSS:
LA.B.2.2.2 organizes information using alphabetical and numerical systems
LA.B.2.2.4 uses electronic technology, including word-processing software and
electronic encyclopedias, to create, revise, retrieve, and verify information.
Materials:
Internet access for each student, copy of word list for each student, pencils, white board
and markers
Introduction:
1. Class will list new "slang" words or phrases that they like to say.
2. Students will put these words in ABC order.
3. Students will discuss ways the English language changes and adds new words.
Guided Practice:
1. Students will review how to organize random words in alphabetical order by
arranging them on the white board.
2. Class will discuss words on word list and their Native American origins.
Independent Practice:
Students will put words in word list in ABC order.
Evaluation:
Student worksheets will be evaluated for accuracy of organization.
Enrichment:
Students will make a list of 5 words and research the origin of these words online.
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Accommodations:
Students may have extra time, a shortened word list, or refer to an alphabet strip.
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Native American Word List
(Taken from Ebbs English)

Arrange these words in alphabetical order.
Raccoon
Opossum
Hickory
Squash
Toboggan
Pecan
Skunk
Tomahawk
Barbecue
Tomato
Canoe
Potato
Chocolate
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Cultural Diversity Unit
Topic: Writing a Report- Native American Tribes
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 1 hour per day for 5 days
Academic Objective:
Students will gain experience in researching and writing a formal report while exploring
Florida's Native American tribes.
SSS:
LA.B.1.2.1 prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on a central idea,
grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose for writing.
LA.B.1.2.2 drafts and revises writing in cursive that:
0 focuses on the topic;
0 has a logical organizational pattern, including a beginning, middle, conclusion,
and transitional devices;
0 has ample development of supporting ideas;
0 demonstrates a sense of completeness or wholeness;
0 demonstrates a command of language including precision in word choice;
0 generally has correct subject/verb agreement;
0 generally has correct verb and noun forms;
0 with few exceptions, has sentences that are complete, except when fragments
are used purposefully uses a variety of sentence structure; and
0 generally follows the conventions of punctuation, capitalization, and spelling
LA.B.l.2.3 produces final documents that have been edited for
0 correct spelling;
0 correct use of punctuation, including commas in series, dates, and addresses,
and beginning and ending quotation marks;
0 correct capitalization of proper nouns;
0 correct paragraph indentation;
0 correct usage of subject/verb agreement, verb and noun forms, and sentence
structure; and
0 correct formatting according to instructions.
LA.B.2.2.4 uses electronic technology, including word-processing software and
electronic encyclopedias, to create, revise, retrieve, and verify information.
LA.D.1.2.2 understands that language formality varies according to situations and
audiences.
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Materials:
Access to internet for each student, electronic encyclopedia program, student access to
media center, paper, pencils, format outline for a report, copies of grading rubric for each
student, dictionaries
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Introduction:
1. Class will discuss and look at an example of the format of a formal report.
2. Students will look on website http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/websites/linksOOI.htm and
choose a Native American Tribe to research. (More than one student may need to
research the same tribe as there are only 8 listed on website).
Guided Practice:
1. Class will create a grading rubric for their reports; refer to SSS, (also
recommended to include pictures, maps, and other visuals). See appendix for
sample rubric.
2. Students will begin researching their tribe by visiting the media center,
investigating on line, and using an electronic encyclopedia. Students will create a
rough draft and have a peer edit it.
Independent Practice:
Students will write a fmal draft of their report that meets the guidelines of the class
rubric.
Evaluation:
Students and teacher will evaluate the report according to the class grading rubric.
Enrichment:
Students will create a Venn Diagram that compares and contrasts the tribe they reported
on to another tribe.
Accommodations:
Students may need extra time or to work with a partner.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Native American Legends
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 45 minutes per day for 3 days
Academic Objective:
Students will explore ways to enhance their writing through the use of word choice and
simile. Students will become familiar with the thesaurus.
SSS:
L.A.A 2.2. 7 recognizes the use of comparison and contrast in a text
L.A.B 2.2.5 creates narratives in which ideas, details, and events are in a logical order
and are relevant to the story line.
L.A.D.2.2.1 understands that word choices can shape reactions, perceptions, and beliefs.
L.A.D.2.2.2 identifies and refers to symbol, theme, simile, alliteration, and assonance in
oral and written texts.

Materials:
Internet access available to students, thesaurus, paper, pencils, index cards
Introduction:
1. Students should discuss the concept that different words can mean the same thing
but have a different effect on the reader.
2. Students should be asked to list synonyms for the following words: ran, ate,
pretty, big. Words and synonym s should be written on index cards.
3. Teacher should then use all of the words on the index cards in the same sentence
and read the sentences aloud. For example, The house was big. The house was
enormous. The house was gigantic. Class discussion: Do these words give you
different pictures in your mind? Do all these words mean the same thing? Do
some words make the writing more effective than others?
4. Review concept of simile, and give examples. Discuss how the use of simile
makes writing more interesting and effective.
Guided Practice:
1. Students will read legends online
http://www.thewildwest.org/native american/index.html and make notes of
any word choices they feel are effective, any use of simile, symbol , alliteration, or
assonance.
2. Students will write a simile, and write a sentence using the original word and a
sentence using a better word they have created for the word list below.
a. cold
b. ugly
c. soft
d. hot
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3. List some ways the word choices in the legends help you visualize the imagery by
comparing and contrasting.
4. Introduce students to a thesaurus and its functions.

Independent Practice:
Students will write their own legend using simile, and interesting word choices.
Encourage students to write a rough draft, then go back and underline words they can
improve on. Allow for use of index cards and thesauruses. Students should rewrite legend
using their new, improved words and compare this to their initial draft.
Evaluation:
Students' writing will be evaluated by the subjective opinion of the teacher. Writing
should show evidence of improvement in word choice and use of simile.
Enrichment:
Students will illustrate their legend and combine them to create a class book.
Accommodations:
Students may be given extra time or have assistance looking up words in a thesaurus.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Counting Feathers
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 minutes per day for 2 days
Academic Objective:
Students will gain experience estimating large numbers and demonstrate knowledge of
place value.
SSS:
MA.A.1.2.1 Names whole numbers combining 3-digit numeration (hundreds, tens, ones)
and the use of number periods, such as ones, thousands, and millions, and associates
verbal names, written word names, and standard numerals with whole numbers,
commonly used fractions, decimals, and percents .
MA.A.l.2.2 understands the relative size of whole numbers, commonly used fractions,
decimals, and percents.
MA.A.1.2.3 understands concrete and symbolic representations of whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, and percents in real-world situations.
MA.A.l.2.4 understands that numbers can be represented in a variety of equivalent forms
using whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents.
MA.A.2.2.1 uses place-value concepts of grouping based upon powers often
(thousandths, hundredths, tenths, tens, hundreds, thousands) within the decimal number
system .
MA.A.4.2.1 uses and justifies different estimation strategies in a real-world problem
situation and determines the reasonableness of results of calculations in a given problem
situation.

Materials:
Books or pictures ofNative American feathered headdresses, large bags of feathers (or
feathers cut out from paper), counting blocks, paper, pencils, copy of Counting Feathers
Worksheet for each student.
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Introduction:
Students will have the opportunity to explore pictures ofN ative American Headdresses.
Guided Practice:
1. Teacher will present the class with a large bag of feathers. Teacher should show
students what a group of 10 feathers looks like. Students will write an estimate of
how many feathers they think are in the bag, and justify why they chose that
number. Teacher will then reveal how many feathers there actually were to see
how accurate estimations were.
2. Using counting blocks, students should review and practice place values. The
teacher will call out a number (at least 3 digits) and students will write the
number, and create that number with the blocks.
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3. Class should also discuss what percents of a hundred block they can make. For
example, what percent is one row of the counting block from the entire block?
What percent are 7 rows? Students will write answers in percents and fractions.
Independent Practice:
Students will complete the Counting Feather Worksheet using counting blocks or
feathers.
Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated on accuracy of worksheet answers.
Enrichment:
Students will explore books that explain Native American culture and the tradition of
feathered headdresses.
Accommodations:
Students are working with hands on manipulatives and visual representation. Students
can work in groups or pairs and have extra time if needed.
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Counting Feathers
Complete the following problems using feathers or counting blocks.
1. The tribal chief has a feathered headdress with five thousand, seven hundred and
thirteen feathers in it. Write this number using numerals.
2. How many red feathers does he have if 50% of his headdress is made of red
feathers?
3. If you have 20 feathers, and you give 25% of them to your neighbor, how many
did you give away?
4. What is 25% of 100?
5. What is 25% of 1? Write as a decimal.
6. The average weight of a feathered headdress is 15.489lbs. Underline the
hundredths place and circle the tens place.
7. Write 50% as a fraction and a decimal.
8. The tribal warrior has 100 feathers in his headdress. If80% ofthem were won in
battles, how many feathers were won in a battle?
9. A tribe of two million, four hundred thousand, eight hundred and ninety people
have one feather. Write how many feathers there are in that tribe numerically.
Underline the thousands and tens digit places.
10. Write 0.75 as a fraction, whole number, and percent.
11. If you have 10 feathers on your desk and seventy percent of them are blue, bow
many are blue?
12. A Native American ' s feathers can be traded for .53489lbs. of sugar. Circle the
number in the tenths place and underline the nun1ber in the hundredths place.
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Guided Reading, Sammy Sosa
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 minutes for 3 days
Academic Objective:
Students will practice reading and comprehension skills.

SSS:
LA.A.1.2.1 uses a table of contents, index, headings, captions, illustrations, and major
words to anticipate or predict content and purpose of a reading selection.
LA.A.1.2.2 selects from a variety of simple strategies, including the use of phonics, word
structure, context clues, self-questioning, confirm simple predictions, retelling, and using
visual cues to identify words and construct meaning from various texts, illustrations,
graphics, and charts.
LA.A.1.2.3 uses simple strategies to detennine meaning and increase vocabulary for
reading, including the use of prefixes, suffixes, root words, multiple meanings, antonyms,
synonyms, and word relationships.
LA.A.1.2.4 clarifies understanding by rereading, self-correction, summarizing, checking
other sources, and class or group discussion.
LA.D.2.2.1 understands that word choices can shape reactions, perceptions, and beliefs
LA.D.2.2.3 recognizes different techniques used in media messages and their purposes.
LA.D.2.2.5 understands that a variety of messages can be conveyed through mass media.
LA.E.1.2.1 identifies the distinguishing features among fiction, drama, and poetry and
identifies the major characteristics of nonfiction.
Materials:
Internet Access for each student, paper, pencils, post it notes, KWL chart, copy of
comprehension questions
lflil

Introduction:
1. Students will discuss information they know about Sammy Sosa and write the
facts on post it notes to add to the K section of the KWL chart.
2. Students will also write facts they want to learn about Sammy Sosa on the W
section of the chart.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will go to website http://www.latinosportsJegends.com/sosa.htm and
read about Sammy Sosa.
2. Students will answer the first section of comprehension questions and add to
KWL chart in section of facts they' ve learned (L).
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Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated upon accuracy of answers to comprehension questions.
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Enrichment:
If students did not fmd answers to the facts they would like to learn (W section ofKWL)
students will research these facts online, or in an encyclopedia. Students will graph
Sammy Sosa's homeruns per season.
Accommodations:
Students may work with a partner or be given extra time to complete questions. Teacher
may modify comprehension questions so they are fill in the blank or yes/no answers.
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Comprehension Questions
Day 1
1. Take a picture walk through the article. Make a prediction of what you will read
about.
2. What does the word "outskirts" mean?
3. Why do you think the author includes the Spanish term "pelota" in this article?
4. What type of writing is this article (fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama)?
5. How do you know?
6. The word "malnourished" means someone who hasn't had enough to eat, or
nourishment. What does the prefix "mal" mean?
7. What do you think you would have bought with the signing bonus if you grew up
like Sammy Sosa?
8. What did Sammy Sosa use to play baseball with?
Day2
1. The author writes "almost instantly thereafter Sosa's baseball career turned
around" in a separate paragraph. Why do you think the author wrote the sentence
by itself?
2. What does the phrase "household name" mean?
3. What message is conveyed when the author writes "He has come a long way from
a big struggle in his life"?
4. Why did Sosa work so hard at baseball?
5. What is "Sammy Junior"?
Day3
1. In your own words write a definition for "ravaged ."

2. Name 2 things Sosa has done to help others.
3. Would you say the author believes Sammy Sosa is a generous man? How can you
tell?
4. Who is Sosa compared to in this article?
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Cultural Diversity
Topic: Conducting an interview
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 45 minutes daily for 1 week
Objectives:
Students will gain experience in conducting an interview and practice writing skills.
SSS:
LA.B.1.2.1 prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on a central idea,
grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose for writing.
LA.B.1.2.3 produces fmal documents that have been edited for
0 correct spelling;
0 correct use of punctuation, including conunas in series, dates, and addresses,
and beginning and ending quotation marks;
0 correct capitalization of proper nouns;
0 correct paragraph indentation;
0 correct usage of subject/verb agreement, verb and noun forms, and sentence
structure; and
0 correct formatting according to instructions
LA.B.2.2.1 writes notes, conunents, and observations that reflect comprehension of
content and experiences from a variety of media
LA.B.2.2.3 writes for a variety of occasions, audiences, and purposes.
LA.B.2.2.4 uses electronic technology, including word-processing software and
electronic encyclopedias, to create, revise, retrieve, and verify information.
LA.C.2.2.2 recognizes and responds to nonverbal cues used in a variety of nonprint
media, such as motion pictures, television advertisements, and works of art.
LA.D.2.2.3 recognizes different techniques used in media messages and their purposes.
LA.D.2.2.5 understands that a valiety of messages can be conveyed through mass media.
Materials:
Outline of interview format for each student, paper, pencils, word processors, dictionary,
TVNCR, video of news interviews (teacher should record news interview prior to
assignment)
Introduction:
1. Class will watch video of interviews and discuss how the interviewer appeared
(nervous, calm, anxious), any nonverbal cues they saw in either person, quality of
questions (open ended versus questions with yes/no answers), what was the
interview about, what made it interesting, what were some messages they
received from interview.
2. Teacher will explain assignment format and SSS guidelines (see sample rubric).
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Guided Practice:
1. First day students will work in groups to make a list of good questions to ask
during an interview.
2. Second day students will compare their question list with each other and choose
the most appropriate questions for the person they will interview.
3. Rest of the week students will have time in class to edit and write a final draft on
a word processor. Peer editing is encouraged.
Independent Practice:
1. First day, students will brainstorm who they will interview.
2. Second and Third day, students will arrange for interview and conduct interview
someone independently.
Evaluation:
Students will share their reports with their group members and write a brief journal article
about things they may have done differently, things they liked about other's projects.
Students will turn in reports to be graded by teacher for comprehension, following
format, and spelling.
Enrichment:
Students will list the qualities needed to be in the media profession. Students will rate
themselves on these qualities and write whether or not they feel this would be a good job
for them.
Accommodations:
Students are working in groups, using a word processor with a spell check and have
access to a dictionary. Students may be given more time or shorter length requirement.
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Cultural Diversity Unit
Topic: Grocery Shopping on a Budget
Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: 30 min/day for a week, plus 1 day for fieldtrip
Academic Objective:
Students will create a budget and gain experience shopping in a grocery store.

~
HE.A.1.2.10 knows the nutritional values of different foods.
MA.A 1.2.3 understands concrete and symbolic representations of whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, and percents in real-world situations.
MA.A 4.2.1 uses and justifies different estimation strategies in a real-world problem
situation and determines the reasonableness of results of calculations in a given problem
situation.
MA.A 3.2.2 selects the appropriate operation to solve specific problems involving
addition, subtraction, and multiplication of whole numbers, decimals, and fractions, and
division of whole numbers
Materials:
Meal assignment, budget, digital camera, paper, and pencil for each team, grocery
newspaper ads, scissors for each student, tape

Introduction:
1. Teacher asks students to define a budget, how to figure out percentages, and how
to decide which math operation to use as a class discussion.
2. Based on response from this discussion, teacher and students will review these
concepts.
3. Teacher will give examples of how to fmd percentages and maintain a budget
using realistic word problems. (attached)
Guided Practice:
1. Students will be divided into cooperative teams of 4 (a book keeper who records
pmchases, a dietician who makes sure all food groups are covered, a control
keeper who maintains peace and makes sure everyone participates, and a quality
control who makes sme all items are completed properly). Each team will be
given a meal assignment, a budget of how much they may spend, and some
newspaper grocery ads.
2. Students will create a grocery list of the items they would like to have at their
meal.
3. Students will "shop" in the grocery ads and cut out the items and prices they
pmchased.
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4. The book keeper will record purchases and tape them to a blank sheet of paper.
All students will record on their own paper how much each item costs and
subtract from budget. Sales, quantity, and tax all need to be taken into
consideration.
5. Items can be "returned" or removed from order if the team is over budget.
6. Guided practice should occur daily with different meal assignments and budgets
for a week leading up to independent practice.
Independent Practice:
1. The class will take a short field trip to a local ethnic grocery store. Students will
be in their cooperative teams; each team is given a meal assignment, budget,
digital camera, pencils, and paper. Students should be advised ahead of time how
to operate a digital camera and the proper behavior in a grocery store.
2. Student teams will have 45 minutes to take a picture of each item they would
theoretically purchase and show the math of how they maintained their budget.
Evaluation:
Students will be evaluated on whether or not they remained within budget and if their
calculations are correct.
Enrichment:
Students will accompany their family to the grocery store and note how much money
they spend throughout the course of a week and what kinds of products they buy.
Students will compare their findings with classmates.
Accommodations:
Students may work in groups and use calculators and formulas to find mathematical
answers.
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Word Problems (for introduction)
Mike wants to make spaghetti and meatballs for dinner for his 3 brothers tonight;
however, he only has $5.00. If beef is on sale for $1 a serving, and spaghetti sauce is
40% off the original price, can he afford to make his brothers dinner? The prices of the
items before the sale are: beef- $1.25 /serving, spaghetti sauce- $2.00, spaghetti- $1.00.
There is a 7% sales tax.
Maria has $20 to spend on groceries this week. The following are the items and prices of
the items that she wants:
5 bananas- $1 .79
1 box of cereal- $3.00
Milk- $2.50
Orange Juice- $ 1.25
Bread- $1.10
Turkey- $3.59
1 bag of chips- $2.50
Chicken- $4.99
Cake mix- $.200
Carrots- $ 1.50
Potatoes- $2.3 8
Green Beans- $1.12
All produce is on sale this week for 40% off, and the chicken is also 20% off. Does Maria
have enough money to buy all the items she wants?
Lisa is in a hurry at the store. Help her estimate her total before getting in line:
Turkey- $3.59
Green Beans- $1.12
Carrots- $1.50
Bread- $1. 10
Ice Cream- $2.56
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For Guided Practice cut out 1 meal assignment and 1 budget
for each team
You have a family of 4 people, 2 of those people are children. You must buy enough food
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to meet the needs of this family for one day. Remember
to include all food groups.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the fmal total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.

Your budget is $ 17.00
You are going to have a party and invite 5 of your friends. You must buy food and drinks
to feed your 5 friends and yourself.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the fmal total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.

Your budget is $15.00
You have a family of 2 adults and a baby (including yourself). You must buy enough
food for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to meet the needs of this family for one day.
Remember to include all food groups.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.
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Your budget is $ 17.00
You need to buy enough food to make lunches for yourself for a week. Remember to
include all food groups.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.

Yom budget is $9.00
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You have a family of 5 adults. You must buy enough food for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner to meet the needs of this family for one day. Remember to include all food groups.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the fmal total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.

Your budget is $20.00
You would like to cook a fancy dinner and dessert for your parents on their anniversary.
Remember to include all food groups.
Cut out the items you would like to buy and tape them in your notebook, write their
prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then make sure
you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and figure out the
total again until you are within budget.
Your budget is $18.00

I

For independent practice cut out 1 meal assignment and 1 budget for
each team.
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You have a family of2 adults and 3 children (yourself included). You must buy enough
food for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to meet the needs of this family for one day.
Remember to include all food groups.
Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget.
Your Budget is $18.00
You have a family of 3 adults and 1 child (yourself included). You must buy enough food
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to meet the needs of this family for one day. Remember
to include all food groups.
Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the fmal total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget.
Your Budget is $18.00
You have a family of 1 adult and 3 children (yourself included). You must buy enough
food for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to meet the needs ofthis family for one day.
Remember to include all food groups.
Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget. _
Your budget is $17.00
You need to buy enough food to make lunches for yourself for 1 week. Remember to
include all food groups.
Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget.
Your Budget is $9.00

You are having your 4 fTiends over for breakfast. You must buy enough food and drinks
to feed 5 people.
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Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget.
Your Budget is $12.00
You have a family of 2 adults and 2 children (including yourself). You must buy enough
food to make breakfast and dinner for the family for 2 days. Remember to include all
food groups.
Take pictures of the items you would like to buy and list the items in your notebook.
Write the prices, any discounts to be taken, and sales tax. Figure out the final total, then
make sure you are within budget; if you are not you need to take off some items and
figure out the total again until you are within budget.
Your Budget is $20.00

Cultural Diversity Unit
Topic: Closure Activity- "Someone Special Day"
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Grade: 5
Anticipated Time: Dependent upon size of project, at least 1 week
Academic Objective:
Students will demonstrate knowledge of the concept that differences are what make
people unique.
SSS:
LA.C.1.2.1listens and responds to a variety of oral presentations, such as stories, poems,
skits, songs, personal accounts, informational speeches.
LA.C.3.2.3 speaks for specific occasions, audiences, and purposes, including
conversations, discussions, projects, and informational or imaginative presentations.
SS.B.1.2.5 knows ways in which people view and relate to places and regions differently
SS.A.1.2.1 understands how individuals, ideas, decisions, and events can influence
history
SS.A.2.2.3 understands various aspects of family life, structures, and roles in different
cultures and in many eras (e. g., pastoral and agrarian families of early civilizations,
families of ancient times, and medieval families).
SS.A.6.2.1 understands reasons that immigrants came to Florida and the contributions of
immigrants to the state's history.
SS.A.6.2.5 knows how various cultures contributed to the unique social, cultural,
economic, and political features of Florida

Materials: Access to reference materials such as a media center or internet, journal for
each student, pencil for each student, and planning sheet for each student (attached)
Introduction:
1. Teacher will ask students to write in their journals the most important concept they
have learned from the cultural diversity unit. Have some students share answers.
2. Teacher will review the importance of respecting others and that everyone is
different.
3. Teacher will explain the importance of sharing our knowledge with others and
explain the concept of a "Someone Special Day". A "Someone Special Day" is a day
that students celebrate the ways they are special or unique.
4. Students can give suggestions of how they can use a "Someone Special Day" to
teach their community about diversity, and the class will vote on the best idea to use.
Guided Practice
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1. Using the student planning sheet, students will be given opportunity to brainstorm

ways they are special or unique, and how they would like to share these qualities
with their community or class.
2. Students will be given time in the media center or on the internet to research their
culture, family history, or attribute that makes them special (this can include the
history of a special talent, information about a country or city they are from, or in
depth information about their likes and dislikes).
3. The class will create a rubric of what an excellent presentation looks like based on
creativity, content, and effort.
Independent Practice
1. Students will be given at least one week to create a presentation that shows others
what makes them special or unique.
2. Students will present what makes them special on the "Someone Special Day" to
their classmates or community.
3. Students will write responses in their journal to how they felt sharing about
themselves, what they learned from other's presentations, and any previous
stereotypes they had about their peers. Students will provide oral positive feedback to
their peers following presentations.
Evaluation
Student presentations will be evaluated by the teacher based on rubric created by the
class. The student will also turn in a completed rubric which explains what grade they
feel they deserve and how they met the criteria.
Accommodations
Students are given the opportunity to express themselves artistically and orally. Students
may be given extra time or fewer requirements if necessary.

"Someone Special Day" Planning Sheet
80

Name
Date p;r~es~e;;n~ta;rttf<io;n0i~sidh-u;-;:e~:- -- -- -- - - -- -- - Today' s Date- - - -

Characteristics that make me special or unique

How can I show others my special characteristics?

(For example: a picture collage, wearing an ethnic costume, showing a video of a
holiday celebrations, perform a special talent, share a special recipe, show artwork I've
created, etc.) DON'T FORGET- CREATIVITY COUNTS!!!

What research can I do that will teach others a bout my special
characteristics?

(For example: the history of my special talent, infom1ation about a country or city I am
from, infonnation about my likes or dislikes, the history of my culture, my ancestry, etc.)
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Teacher Note: Rubrics should be modified to meet the guidelines and needs set by
your class. Creating a rubric should be a cooperative effort; allow students to help set
guidelines for grading and explain what an "A" paper looks like.

Sam-.-ole Gradin!! Rubric for Folk Tale L
-~

6 pts. for each

Score
for
row A

--

Score
for
row B

-Score
for
rowe

-Score
for
rowD
Score
for
rowE

Score
for
rowF

--

Total

5 pts. for
each
Student speaks Student
clearly at an
speaks
understandable somewhat
rate and uses
clearly,
appropriate
slightly fast,
volume.
at an
appropriate
volume.
Student uses
Student uses
eye contact and eye contact
gestures that
and gestures
engage the
that engage
the audience
audience
frequently.
for% of
presentation.
Speech has a
Speech has an
evident
somewhat
beginning,
evident
middle and end beginning,
middle and
end
Student
presentation is
2-5 minutes
long.
Student
Student
presentation is presentation
very creative
is somewhat
creative
Students
explain the
lesson learned
from this tale
or the tale's
purpose in
detail.

4 pts. for
each
Student
speaks
somewhat
clearly, but
quickly and
speaks
softly.

3 pts. for
each
Student is
difficult to
understand,
speaks very
quickly, or
too softly.

0 pts. for
each
Audience is
unable to
understand
student.

Student uses
eye contact
and gestures
that engage
the audience
for 1/2 of
presentation.
Speech is
lacking one
part of
beginning,
middle or
end.
Student
presentation
is 1-2
minutes long
Student
presentation
has 1-2
creative
parts

Student uses
eye contact
and gestures
that engage
the audience
for 1/4 of
presentation.
Speech is
lacking two
parts of
beginning,
middle or
end.

Student
does not use
eye contact
or gestures.

Students
explain the
lesson
learned from
this tale or
the tale's
purpose
briefly.

Student
presentation
has 1
creative
part.

Speech has
no
beginning,
middle, or
end.
Student
presentation
is less than
1 minute.
Student
presentation
is not
creative.
Students
did not
explain the
lesson
learned
from this
tale or the
tale's
purpose.
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Sample Grading Rubric for Book Report Lesson
Score
for
row A

Score
for
rowB

Score
for
rowe

Score
for
rowD

Score
for
rowE
Score
for
rowF

Total

6pb.fur
15pb. fur
each
each
Report is free Report has
from spelling minimal
and
spelling and
grammatical
grammatical
errors.
errors.
Paper is well Paper is
somewhat
organized
organized
and includes
a beginning,
and includes
a beginning,
middle and
middle
and
conclusion.
conclusion.
Paper uses
appropriate
transitional
devices
where
necessary.
Paper
includes a
detailed
explanation
ofthe book's
characters,
setting, plot,
and the
author's
purpose for
writing the
book.
Student paper
was
proofread by
a peer.
Student
presented
summary and
their opinion
of book to
class.

Paper uses
appropriate
transitional
devices part
of the time.
Paper
includes an
explanation
of the book's
characters,
setting, plot,
and the
author's
purpose for
writing the
book, but
lacks detail.

14ptLfur
I 3pb.fur
IOpb.fur
each
each
each
Report has
Report has
I The amount
many
several
of errors in
spelling and
paper Is more
spelling and
grammatical
grammatical
than half of
errors.
errors.
p~per.
Paper is
Paper is
Paper is
somewhat
somewhat
disorganized
organized but organized but and has no
is lacking one is lacking
beginning,
piece of the
middle or
more than
beginning,
one part.
conclusion.
middle or
conclusion.
Paper uses 1
Transitional
Paper lacks
appropriate
devices are
appropriate
transitional
not
transitional
device.
appropriate.
devices.

I

Paper is
m1ssmg one
of the four
parts ofthe
book's
characters,
setting, plot,
and the
author's
purpose for
writing the
book.

Student
Student
presented
presented
either a
either a
summary or
summary or
their opinion their opinion
of book to
of book to
class.
I class.

/36
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Paper is
missing two
of the four
parts ofthe
book's
characters,
setting, plot
and the
author' s
purpose for
writing the
book.

Paper does
not include
the book's
characters,
setting, plot or
the author's
purpose for
writing the
book.

Student paper
was not
proofread by a
peer.
Student did
not give a
class
presentation.

Sam_pJ~ Grading Rubric
6ptLfur
ISpb. fur
each
each
Score
Report is free Report has
from spelling minimal
for
and
spelling and
row A
grammatical
grammatical
errors.
errors.
Paper is well Paper is
Score
organized
somewhat
for
organized
and includes
rowB
and includes
a beginning,
middle and
a beginning,
conclusion.
middle and
conclusion.

Score
for
rowe

Score
for
rowD

'

I

Ii

I

I

Score
for
row E

Score
for
row F

Total

for Cause and Effect Lesson
14pb. fur
1 3ptLfur
each
each
Report has
Report has
several
many
spelling and
spelling and
grammatical
grammatical
errors.
errors.
Paper is
Paper is
somewhat
somewhat
organized but organized but
is lacking one is lacking
piece ofthe
more than
beginning,
one part.
middle or
conclusion.
Transitional
Paper uses 1
devices are
appropriate
transitional
not
device.
appropriate.

Paper uses
Paper uses
appropriate
appropriate
transitional
transitional
devices
devices part
where
of the time.
necessary.
Paper
Paper
Paper
includes a
includes only
includes an
the short or
detailed
explanation
long term
explanation
ofthe short
term and long effects of
of the short
term and long term effects
WWII.
term effects
ofWWII, but
lacks detail.
ofWWII.
Student paper
was
proofread by
a peer.
Student uses
many (5-6)
researched
facts to
suppoti the
ideas in
paper.

Student uses
a few (3-4)
researched
facts to
support the
ideas in
paper.

Student uses
1-2

researched
facts to
support the
ideas in
paper.

/36

84

IOpb.fur
each
The amount
of errors in
paper is more
than half of
paper.
Paper is
disorganized
and has no
beginning,
middle or
conclusion.

Paper lacks
appropriate
transitional
devices.

Paper does
not include
the short or
long term
effects of
WWII.

Student paper
was not
proofread by a
peer.
Student does
not include
suppmiing
evidence.

s
Score
for
row A

Score
for
rowB
Score
for
rowe

Total

le Grad·
6 pts. for
each
Poem is free
from spelling
and
grammatical
errors.
Poem is
illustrated.

Rubric for Haiku Poetrv L

5 pts. for
each
Poem has
minimal
spelling and
grammatical
errors.

4 pts. for
each
Poem has
several
spelling and
grammatical
errors.

Poem is
written using
the correct
number of
lines.

-

/18

85

3 pts. for
each
Poem has
many
spelling and
grammatical
errors.

0 pts. for
each
The amount
of errors in
paper is more
than half of
paper.
Poem is not
illustrated.
Poem is not
written using
the correct
number of
lines.
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